Potential Measures to Consider for Public Reporting

Below is a list that includes these measures and others to be considered. This list is not intended to be exhaustive; any additional measures proposed by CSAC members should also be discussed at future meetings. Examples of several of the listed measures to consider for public reporting were provided as handouts for the CSAC meeting held in February 2019.

- Volume of PCI performed by hospital
- Volume of cardiac surgery performed by hospital
- Mortality rates for PCI programs, relative to a national benchmark, for STEMI and non-STEMI cases separately.
- Mortality rates for cardiac surgery programs, relative to a national benchmark, for CABG cases and other categories of cases available through STS hospital performance reports
- STS composite star ratings for CABG, including the four component star ratings
- STS composite star ratings for AVR, including the two component star ratings
- STS composite star ratings for other procedures included in voluntary public reporting currently (CABG+AVR, mitral valve repair or replacement (MVRR), or MVRR+CABG)
- Compliance with standards for a Certificate of Ongoing Performance
- ACC measures for acute myocardial infarction (number of Cases, all heart attack care, urgent heart attack care)
- ACC measures for diagnostic catheterization and PCI (use of aspirin to reduce change of blood clots after PCI/angioplasty; use of a P2Y12 inhibitor medication to reduce the chance of blood clots after PCI/angioplasty; use of a statin to decrease cholesterol after PCI/angioplasty); use of all recommended medications to reduce the chance of blood clots and decrease cholesterol after PCI/angioplasty)